
Happy Homestead Llamas Llama Rental Training Checklist


o A complete and perfect understanding of how the llamas will be used, where the llamas will 
be used, how long they will be used, and what condition they and the gear will be returned in is 
completely understood by Happy Homestead Llamas and the client.


o The client has a good understanding of the demeanor and attitude of the llamas, how they 
react in general situations, how the llamas prefer to be handled, treated, and packed is 
completely understood between Happy Homestead Llamas and the client.


o The client has a complete understanding of how to lead the llama, including stringing multiple 
llamas together. The client understands all the buckles, latches, releases, and harnesses used 
with the llamas.


o The client has a complete knowledge and understanding of how to: o Approach and address 
the llama


o Clean, brush, and comb the llama


o Place the blanket and saddle on the llama


o Secure, tighten, and function every strap and buckle on the saddle of the llama


o Efficiently and properly pack the panniers with no more than 35 pounds per side


o Safely and properly secure the panniers to each side of the llama saddle


o Double check each buckle, strap, the saddle, panniers, and general condition of how the 
saddle is positioned on the llama before packing


o The client completely understands how to tie off the llama when not packing.


o The client completely understands how to stake out the llama when not packing (how to 
choose a proper location with sufficient feed and lack of obstructive objects).


o The client completely understands how to expect a llama to react in common packing 
situations such as crossing a stream, crossing over fallen logs, navigating around 
outcroppings, dead trees, boulders, and other stationary objects.

 

o The client completely understands how to expect a llama to react in common encounters 
with other trail animals such as bears, buffalo, wild animals, horses, dogs, mules, goats, and 
other pack animals.


o The client has expressed complete confidence in their ability to use the llamas exactly how 
they are intended to be used, to pack their gear properly and safely, with no expectation of any 
problem that will result in a liability claim against Happy Homestead Llamas or its owners for 
any reason.


 Client Name: ___________________________________                     Date___________________


 Signed: ________________________________________


 Signed: ________________________________________                      Date___________________

               Happy Homestead Llamas Representative


